Introduction
============

The most frequent type of adult leukemia, chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), is a disease in which alterations of small non-coding RNA named microRNA (miRNA, miR) play a fundamental role: the miR-15a/16-1 cluster at the 13q deletion hotspot, which targets the oncogenic anti-apoptotic proteins BCL2 and MCL1, is deleted or downregulated in most and germline-mutated in some patients.^[@b1-1041004]--[@b3-1041004]^ Although these discoveries were made more than a decade ago as a first link between non-coding RNA alterations and human diseases,^[@b4-1041004],[@b5-1041004]^ the mechanistic involvement of miRNA in the CLL patients with the worst prognosis, those whose disease transforms to Richter syndrome (RS), has not been reported to date. RS occurs in up to 8% of untreated CLL patients^[@b6-1041004]^ and in 5-16% of patients treated with targeted therapies, such as ibrutinib or venetoclax for relapsed CLL.^[@b7-1041004],[@b8-1041004]^ Abnormalities of regulators of tumor suppression (TP53), cell proliferation (NOTCH1, MYC) and cell cycle (CDKN2A), have been reported in RS,^[@b9-1041004]^ but biomarkers to predict the occurrence of RS are lacking at present. RS is characterized by rapid progression and outcomes of patients treated with a variety of moderate or high-intensity chemoimmunotherapy regimens are uniformly dismal, with a median survival of less than 1 year,^[@b10-1041004]--[@b13-1041004]^ particularly for patients with clonally-related or TP53-mutated disease.^[@b14-1041004]^ Novel, molecularly targeted approaches are urgently required, but this is hampered by the limited understanding of the molecular pathogenesis of RS. The paucity of molecular studies is mainly due to the scarceness of biopsy materials. Furthermore, the availability of non-invasive methods of diagnosis (such as the use of 2-deoxy-2-\[(18)F\] fluoroglucose/positron emission tomography,^[@b15-1041004]^ reduces the need for follow-up biopsies, which further limits the availability of material for research. Therefore, there is a strong need to develop RS biomarkers and molecularly targeted therapies that could facilitate early and accurate diagnosis, as well as assist current treatment strategies. In the present study, we investigated the expression and potential roles of miRNA in the transformation from CLL to RS, as these miRNA could be therapeutically targeted.

Methods
=======

Patients' samples
-----------------

### The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center (UTMDACC) cohort

The "paired" set: 14 bone marrow samples from seven patients with RS were collected at the UTMDACC. For each patient, samples from the time of CLL diagnosis (group 1a) and Richter transformation (group 1b) were available. In addition, we collected 14 bone marrow samples from seven age-, sex-and sample time-matched CLL control patients who did not develop RS over the course of follow-up at the UTMDACC. For each patient, a sample at the time of CLL diagnosis (group 2a) and at a time corresponding to the time of RS diagnosis of group 1 (group 2b) were available. *Online Supplementary Table S1* shows that age at diagnosis, gender and time to transformation were not significantly different between patients of this paired RS/CLL cohort.

The "extended" set: we also extended our initial paired RS/CLL cohort to include samples from 27 patients with RS \[25 samples at CLL diagnosis (group 1a) and 9 samples at the time of Richter transformation (group 1b)\] and 23 control CLL patients \[17 samples at CLL diagnosis (group 2a) and 14 samples at a time corresponding to the time of Richter transformation in the RS group (group 2b)\]. All samples used were formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) bone marrow cores, except for one lymph node sample in group 1b. A schematic representation of the extended cohort is shown in [Figure 1A, B](#f1-1041004){ref-type="fig"}, while the patients' characteristics are presented in [Table 1](#t1-1041004){ref-type="table"} and detailed in *Online Supplementary Table S2*.

###### 

Characteristics of patients with Richter syndrome and chronic lymphocytic leukemia in the cohort from the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center.
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![Workflow of the microRNA screening process and composition of the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center cohort of patients with Richter syndrome/chronic lymphocytic leukemia. (A) Three-step workflow of the miRNA screening process, consisting of miRNA profiling, array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) analysis and functional analysis. (B) Schematic representation of the extended University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center (MDACC) cohort of patients. This cohort consists of patients with Richter syndrome (RS) (group 1), as well as age-, sex- and sample time-matched controls with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) (group 2). For both groups, samples at CLL diagnosis (group 1a) and at the time of RS diagnosis (group 1b) or a time corresponding to RS diagnosis time in the case of the matched CLL controls (group 2b) are available. Time "t1" between CLL diagnosis and RS diagnosis time is similar for both groups. (C) miR-21, miR-146a, miR-150 and miR-181b are members of the four-miRNA "restricted signature", while the eight-miRNA "enlarged signature" contains these four miRNA and additionally miR-24, miR-26a, miR-181a and miR-146a. miRNA highlighted in red are upregulated in RS, while miRNA highlighted in green are downregulated. For additional Information, see *Online Supplementary Figure S1*. IOR: Institute of Oncology Research; DLBCL: diffuse large B-cell lymphoma.](1041004.fig1){#f1-1041004}

### Ulm University cohort

We used peripheral blood from 58 fludarabine-resistant patients. Samples were taken at enrollment before treatment. Eight of these 58 patients subsequently developed RS. These patients were described previously.^[@b16-1041004]^

### The Bellinzona Institute of Oncology Research cohort

This cohort of patients comprised 737 cases of mature lymphoid tumors including CLL, and were described previously.^[@b17-1041004]^

The study was approved by the institutional review boards and ethical committees of all the participating institutions.

Xenogeneic mouse transplantation
--------------------------------

We used a previously described mouse model of CLL for *in vivo* experiments.^[@b18-1041004]--[@b20-1041004]^

Firefly microRNA profiling assay
--------------------------------

We performed expression analysis of 40 human and viral miRNA known to be involved in the progression of CLL, associated with poor prognosis CLL, highly expressed in CLL as determined by a previously performed RNA-sequencing study,^[@b21-1041004]^ located in genomic regions reported to be deregulated in RS,^[@b17-1041004]^ or frequently reported in literature to be associated with CLL (*Online Supplementary Table S3*). We used a Firefly custom multiplex circulating miRNA assay (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) for the extended cohort of CLL/RS samples collected at the UTMDACC, as described in the *Online Supplementary Methods*.

Polymerase chain reaction analysis and microRNA gene expression profiling
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) and miRNA gene expression profiling for miRNA profiling confirmation are described in detail in the *Online Supplementary Methods*.

Genome-wide DNA profiles
------------------------

Genome-wide DNA profiles were obtained from high-molecular-weight genomic DNA using the Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0 (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA), as previously reported (GSE50252).^[@b17-1041004]^

Network analyses
----------------

The miRNA networks were generated as previously described;^[@b22-1041004]^ the method is detailed in the *Online Supplementary Methods*.

Results
=======

A microRNA signature is involved in the process of Richter transformation
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

As illustrated in the workflow in [Figure 1A](#f1-1041004){ref-type="fig"}, we first designed the UTMDACC cohort consisting of patients with RS and age-, sex- and sample time-matched CLL "controls". For all of these cases FFPE bone marrow samples, taken at the time of CLL diagnosis and at the time of RS diagnosis, or a time corresponding to the RS diagnosis in the case of the matched CLL controls, were available and analyzed ([Figure 1B](#f1-1041004){ref-type="fig"} and *Online Supplementary Table S1*). We decided to use the Firefly custom multiplex miRNA assay due to the best data generation/cost ratio, and well annotated and selected miRNA (see Methods). We identified nine miRNA potentially involved in the RS transformation process, i.e. significantly differentially expressed (SDE, at *P* values \<0.05) in bone marrow samples of patients with CLL at the time of Richter transformation when compared to their expression in samples obtained at the time of CLL diagnosis: SDE in group 1b *versus* group 1a, but not in group 2b *versus* group 2a (to exclude the time of evolution as a variable) ([Figures 1C](#f1-1041004){ref-type="fig"} and [2A, B](#f2-1041004){ref-type="fig"}, *Online Supplementary Figure S1* and *Online Supplementary Table S2*). We excluded miR-34a and miR-17 from the list of Richter-specific SDE miRNA, as these were also significantly upregulated in the control group of patients with CLL who did not develop RS over the course of followup, which was similar to the time to Richter transformation in the RS group. We then extended our cohort to include non-matched samples ([Table 1](#t1-1041004){ref-type="table"} and *Online Supplementary Table S2*) and analyzed these with the Firefly custom multiplex miRNA assay as well. We considered the following groups ([Figure 1B](#f1-1041004){ref-type="fig"}): group 1a - samples at the time of CLL diagnosis from patients with CLL who later developed RS (n=25); group 1b - samples from patients with CLL at the time of Richter transformation/RS diagnosis (n=9); group 2a - control samples from patients with CLL, at the time of diagnosis, who did not develop RS over a follow-up period equal to or longer than the time between CLL and RS diagnosis of groups 1a and 1b, (n=16); and group 2b - at a time corresponding to RS transformation in group 1b (n=13). This analysis revealed 15 miRNA that showed significantly different expression between samples at the time of CLL diagnosis (group 1a) and at the time of RS diagnosis (group 1b), of which seven are common with the paired analysis ([Figure 2A-C](#f2-1041004){ref-type="fig"} and *Online Supplementary Figure S2*).

![microRNA profiling with the Firefly custom multiplex microRNA assay. (A) Summary of the significantly expressed miRNA in the profiling step of the project. (B) miR-21 and miR-181b are significantly upregulated, and miR-150 is significantly downregulated at the time of Richter transformation (RT) when compared to at chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) diagnosis (Dx) for the paired Richter syndrome (RS) samples, but not for the paired control CLL samples. (C) miR-146b, miR-21 and miR-181b are significantly upregulated, and miR-150 is significantly downregulated at RT time when compared to at CLL diagnosis in the extended set of RS samples, but not in the extended set of control CLL samples. \**P*\<0.05; \*\**P*\<0.01; \*\*\**P*\<0.001. For additional Information, see *Online Supplementary Figure S2*.](1041004.fig2){#f2-1041004}

Next, we validated these results with a different assay and performed qRT-PCR expression analysis on 25 miRNA in the same extended CLL/RS dataset. This analysis confirmed three differentially expressed miRNA: miR-21 and miR-146b were upregulated and miR-150 was downregulated at the time of Richter transformation ([Figures 2A](#f2-1041004){ref-type="fig"} and [3A](#f3-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, to further confirm our findings, we analyzed the levels of the differentially expressed human miRNA in an independent set of 58 patients with CLL/RS from Ulm University^[@b16-1041004]^ for whom microarray data were available (*Online Supplementary Table S4*). We confirmed that three miRNA, miR-21, miR-146b and miR-181b, were all upregulated in RS when compared to CLL ([Figures 2A](#f2-1041004){ref-type="fig"} and [3B, C](#f3-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, miR-21, a well-known oncogene,^[@b23-1041004]^ was found by all four analyses to be significantly more highly expressed at the time of Richter transformation than at the time of CLL diagnosis, strongly suggesting a role of this miRNA in the process of transformation to RS. In addition, three miRNA were found to be differentially expressed by three analyses: miR-146b and miR-181b were upregulated and miR-150 was downregulated at the time of Richter transformation. We will refer to this signature of four miRNA as the "*restricted signature*". In addition, four miRNA were significantly different in two analyses: miR-26a was significantly downregulated, while miR-24, miR-146a and miR-181a were significantly upregulated at the time of RS diagnosis. This signature of eight miRNA was designated as the "*enlarged signature*" ([Figures 1C](#f1-1041004){ref-type="fig"} and [2A](#f2-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, miRNA from the same families -- miR-181a and miR-181b, and miR-146a and miR-146b - were present in both signatures. Three viral miRNA, the Epstein-Barr virus miRNA BART4 and BART16, and the Kaposi sarcoma herpes virus miRNA kshv-miR-K12-4 were differentially expressed in the Firefly analysis of all samples, but could not be evaluated in a cohort from an independent institution, as the array used to investigate the Ulm University cohort did not contain probes for non-human miRNA.

![microRNA expression validation by quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction and gene expression profiling. (A) Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) expression analysis shows that miR-21 and miR-146b are significantly upregulated, and miR-150 is significantly downregulated at the time of Richter transformation (RT) when compared to their expression at the time of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) diagnosis (Dx) in the extended set of Richter syndrome (RS) samples, but not in the extended set of control CLL samples. (B) Gene expression profiling analysis in an independent set of RS/CLL samples from Ulm University shows significant upregulation of miR-21, miR-146b and miR-181b in RS when compared to CLL. (C) Heatmap showing the miRNA signature for CLL with subsequent transformation ("Richter") and CLL without transformation ("CLL") in the validation cohort ("Ulm University") after hierarchical clustering on genes (Pearson correlation, average linkage). \**P*\<0.05; \*\**P*\<0.01. For additional Information, see *Online Supplementary Figure S3*.](1041004.fig3){#f3-1041004}

Genomic alterations may account for microRNA deregulation in a subset of cases of Richter syndrome
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

miRNA are often located at fragile sites in human and mouse genomes.^[@b24-1041004],[@b25-1041004]^ To investigate whether the differentially expressed human miRNA are located in regions genetically altered in RS, we first analyzed the eight genomic loci of the enlarged signature-related miRNA in 15 paired CLL/RS cases for which samples at CLL diagnosis and at RS diagnosis were available.^[@b17-1041004]^ We found that, in RS samples, three cases (20%) had a gain of the miR-181a/b clusters on either chromosome 1q32 or 9q33, three cases (20%) had a loss of miR-26a-1 and a-2 loci on either chromosome 3p22 or 12q14, two cases (13.5%) had a gain of miR-21 locus at 17q23, and one case (6.67%) had a loss of miR-150 locus at 19q13 ([Figure 4A](#f4-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). We then considered a larger series of cases of RS (n=59) and CLL phases (n=28). In accordance with the above-presented expression data, we observed a similar pattern of miRNA-specific genetic aberrations: RS patients more frequently presented gains affecting miR-21, miR-146a and miR-181a/b genomic loci (*Online Supplementary Figure S4A*). Finally, we took advantage of a series of 737 genomic profiles obtained in mature lymphoid tumors to compare the frequency of DNA copy number aberrations with that observed in RS.^[@b17-1041004],[@b26-1041004]--[@b29-1041004]^ The same miRNA loci were sites of gains (miR-181a/b, 6% and 8% at 1q or 9q, respectively; miR-21, 4%; miR-146a, 3%; miR-146b, 0.2%) or losses (miR-150, 6%; miR-26a, 3% and 0.1% at 3p or 12q, respectively) in mature lymphoid tumors ([Figure 4B](#f4-1041004){ref-type="fig"} and *Online Supplementary Figure S4B*), but at a significantly lower frequency than that observed in RS samples (*P*=0.017 and χ^2^=5.669, see *Online Supplementary Figure S4C*). Altogether, these data suggest that, at least in some cases, Richter-related miRNA are deregulated due to DNA copy number changes, which occur during the transformation process, and are enriched with respect to non-Richter B-cell malignancies. The mechanism(s) for the miRNA expression deregulation for the majority of Richter cases has still to be identified.

![Genomic microRNA profiling in lymphoid tumors. (A) Analysis of miR-150, miR-181a/b, miR-21 and miR-26a genomic loci in a subset of 15 paired chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) phase/Richter syndrome (RS) phase cases. (B) The genomic regions containing miR-21, miR-146a and miR-181a/b-1 are more often gained than lost in a set of 737 cases of mature lymphoid tumors.^[@b17-1041004],[@b26-1041004]--[@b29-1041004]^ For additional Information, see *Online Supplementary Figure S4*.](1041004.fig4){#f4-1041004}

The microRNA network is reprogrammed during Richter transformation
------------------------------------------------------------------

Although it is known that changes in miRNA expression are involved in the initiation and development of CLL,^[@b30-1041004]^ we further investigated whether analysis of the miRNA interactor network could add more information to our scarce understanding of the transformation of CLL to RS. We investigated the miRNA regulatory networks composed of nodes and edges, where the nodes are miRNA genes, and the edges (links) are the molecular interactions (a high statistical correlation between two miRNA nodes in a given set of patients). It is important to note that this method also recognizes miRNA that are not SDE as key elements. The network analysis provides a different perspective on the role of a miRNA than the commonly used expression profiling, and the results do not always overlap. By using the qRT-PCR expression data, we generated a 25-miRNA expression network for each of the four groups of patients of the extended UTMDACC cohort ([Figure 5A](#f5-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). We observed that the number of edges increased significantly from 29 in the group 1a network to 55 in the group 1b network compared to the group 2a and group 2b networks, in which only one new extra-edge appeared, with the number of edges increasing from 53 to 54 (*P*\<0.05, χ^2^=3.913) ([Figure 5B](#f5-1041004){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). When comparing the behavior of the miRNA nodes in patients who underwent Richter transformation, i.e., groups 1a and 1b, we observed an increase in the connectivity of nodes (*P*=0.0007), indicating a complete reprogramming of the miRNA network during the transformation ([Figure 5B](#f5-1041004){ref-type="fig"}, middle panel). When we performed the same comparison for the miRNA networks of the "control" CLL patients who did not develop RS, i.e., groups 2a and 2b, we observed no significant change in the connectivity of the nodes ([Figure 5B](#f5-1041004){ref-type="fig"}, right panel). The miRNA network of group 1a is a disjointed graph with many isolated nodes which, after Richter transformation (group 1b), becomes a highly-connected graph, with only two isolated miRNA (miR-23b and miR-155) ([Figure 5A](#f5-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). The hubs (defined as the nodes with the highest connectivity, i.e., the miRNA best connected in the network) specific for Richter transformation (hubs in group 1b *versus* group 1a, but not in group 2a versus group 2b) were miR-191, miR-17 and miR-29c, which we named hub-specific (HUS) miRNA.

![microRNA network reprogramming during Richter transformation. (A) The 25-miRNA quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) expression network in the four groups analyzed. (B) Analysis of the number of edges (left panel) and connectivity (middle and right panels). (C) Ingenuity canonical pathway analysis -- top 20 signaling pathways for validated targets of miR-21, miR-146b, miR-150 and miR-181b and (D) for the miRNA hubs specific for Richter transformation (miR-191, miR-17 and miR-29c). The heatmap shows the most significantly involved pathways, considering validated targets of all miRNA (last column). White to purple boxes represent log(*P*-value) with the darkest boxes being the statistically most significant. *P*-values for targets of each miRNA separately are given in the first four columns. Due to the large number of targets, to increase the confidence of the data, we considered a *P*\<0.01 as an inclusion criterion. For additional Information, see *Online Supplementary Figure S5*.](1041004.fig5){#f5-1041004}

Additionally, these data were confirmed when we generated an independent 40-miRNA network for the four groups of patients by using the Firefly assay expression data (*Online Supplementary Figure S5*). Therefore, both qRT-PCR-based and Firefly-based networks confirmed that Richter transformation leads to a complete rearrangement of the miRNA network, with a significant increase in the number of edges and the addition of new miRNA hubs.

The significantly differently expressed and hub-specific microRNA signature targets are enriched in pathways involved in cancer, immunity and inflammation
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand the biological significance of the differentially expressed miRNA as well as of the RS-specific miRNA hubs from the above network analyses, we performed ingenuity pathway analysis for the validated targets (*Online Supplementary Table S5A,B*). Ingenuity pathway analysis of all targets of the four SDE miRNA of the restricted signature revealed the involvement of signaling pathways with a strong enrichment for pathways involved in cancer and also in immune responses ([Figure 5C](#f5-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). We performed the same ingenuity pathway analysis on the three HUS Richter-specific miRNA ([Figure 5D](#f5-1041004){ref-type="fig"}), and again found a strong enrichment towards cancer and autoimmune disorders/immunity-specific pathways. Interestingly, seven of the top 20 canonical pathways were common between the SDE miRNA and HUS miRNA ([Figure 5C,D](#f5-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). The connection with the p53 signaling pathway is compelling and can be considered as a "positive" control since this protein has a well-known role in the pathogenesis of RS, as well as aggressive CLL.^[@b14-1041004]^

Functional characterization of the miRNA involved in Richter transformation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to start the functional characterization of the miRNA, we took advantage of a well characterized CLL xenograft model that employs primary CLL cells^[@b18-1041004]--[@b20-1041004]^ ([Figure 6A](#f6-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). We checked the expression levels of the eight miRNA in the Richter transformation restricted and enlarged signatures. Since human CLL cells proliferate faster after transplantation into mice^[@b18-1041004]--[@b20-1041004],[@b31-1041004]^ similar to what is observed after Richter transformation in humans, we hypothesized that this model partially resembles the functional phenotype observed in Richter transformation, characterized by higher proliferation rates compared to CLL.^[@b9-1041004]^ The levels of expression of miR-150 and miR-26a were found to be significantly downregulated in post-transfer samples compared with pre-transfer samples, independently of the *IGHV* mutated/unmutated status of the pre-transfer CLL samples ([Figure 6B](#f6-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). This reduction was concordant with what we observed in the analyzed human cohorts ([Figure 2A](#f2-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). Among the other six miRNA, we identified the same variation trends in miR-21 (2/5 cases) and miR-181b (3/5 cases) although statistical significance was not reached (*Online Supplementary* [Figure 6A](#f6-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). Among canonical pathways common to both the miR-150 and miR-26a validated targets, we identified mostly cancer-related pathways, including the TP53 pathway (*Online Supplementary* [Figure 6B](#f6-1041004){ref-type="fig"}).

![microRNA analysis after transfer of chronic lymphocytic leukemia B cells into NSG mice and *in vitro* functional studies. (A) Schematic representation of the chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) mouse model. (B) miR-150 and miR-26a are significantly downregulated in post-transfer peripheral blood mononuclear cells in mice compared with pre-transfer CLL samples. (C) Two different CLL-specific cell lines -- MEC1 and HG3, and one diffuse large B-cell lymphoma cell line -- HB -- were used for functional assays (upper panel). Proliferation of MEC1, HG3 and HB cells was assessed by a CellTiter 96 AQueous One Solution assay. The cells were transfected with scrambled mimic or miR-21 mimic for 24, 48 and 72 h (middle panel). Representative images and graphs representing at least three independent experiments of the soft agar colony-formation assay for miR-21 mimic and control mimic transfected MEC1, HG3 and HB cells (lower panel). \**P*\<0.05; \*\**P*\<0.01; \*\*\**P*\<0.001. For additional Information, see *Online Supplementary Figure S6*.](1041004.fig6){#f6-1041004}

Since no RS cell lines have been reported before, while performing these studies, we used two different CLL cell lines (MEC1 and HG3) and one diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) cell line (HB) ([Figure 6C](#f6-1041004){ref-type="fig"}) to investigate the role of miRNA from the "restricted signature" in cell proliferation and colony formation: only the ectopic overexpression of miR-21 through a miR-mimic significantly increased cell proliferation in all three cell lines, when compared with scrambled controls ([Figure 6C](#f6-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). We further examined the long-term effects (up to 21 days) of miR-21 on CLL and DLBCL cell proliferation using a soft agar colony-formation assay. Overexpression of miR-21 significantly increased colony formation in all cell models when compared with scrambled controls ([Figure 6C](#f6-1041004){ref-type="fig"}). There have been reports that aberrant expression of miR-21 is associated with poor clinical outcome in patients with CLL.^[@b32-1041004]^ These data support a functional effect of miR-21 in both CLL and DLBCL cells that needs to be tested in future RS cell models.

Discussion
==========

By using a stringent training/validation workflow on multiple, independent CLL/RS cohorts from several institutions, analyzed by three different expression profiling methods, we identified a miRNA signature that is involved in the process of transformation of CLL to RS. This signature is composed of the overexpressed miR-21, miR-146b and miR-181b, and by the downregulated miR-150. These miRNA are SDE at the time of Richter transformation, but not after the same time of evolution of CLL in patients who never underwent Richter transformation ("control" group). miR-21 is a well-known oncogene, overexpressed and associated with poor prognosis in CLL,^[@b32-1041004],[@b33-1041004]^ and highly expressed in patients who do not respond to fludarabine treatment.^[@b34-1041004]^ In addition, miR-21 transgenic mice spontaneously develop a pre-B-cell lymphoblastic lymphoma/leukemia.^[@b23-1041004]^ miR-150, on the other hand, is lowly expressed in CLL proliferation centers^[@b35-1041004],[@b36-1041004]^ and shows reduced expression in poor prognosis CLL.^[@b37-1041004]^ Recently, Balatti *et al*. reported that a signature of 23 miRNA is differentially expressed in CLL samples which developed RS compared with CLL samples which did not develop RS. In their study, it was demonstrated that miR-125a-5p is highly expressed, while miR-34a-5p is downregulated in pre-RS samples compared with samples from a control group and that deregulation of miR-34a and miR-125a-5p can predict \~50% of RS with a false positive rate of \~9%.^[@b38-1041004]^ The different results we obtained can be explained by the fact that we focused on miRNA which are deregulated in the stage of RS *versus* pre-RS (group 1b *versus* group 1a) and not on miRNA that can predict Richter transformation (group 1a *versus* group 2a).

Of interest, the same four miRNA from this "restricted" signature are reported in literature as being differentially expressed in another fatal condition, sepsis (*Online Supplementary Table S6*), in the same way as in RS, making this signature similar to that of an acute infectious disease characterized by multiple organ failure. For example, tumor-secreted miR-21 can bind to toll-like receptors (TLR) on immune cells, triggering an inflammatory response that may contribute to tumor growth and metastasis.^[@b39-1041004],[@b40-1041004]^ In addition, miR-21 suppresses T-cell apoptosis,^[@b41-1041004]^ and promotes Th17 cell differentiation, which is important for the development of multiple autoimmune diseases.^[@b42-1041004],[@b43-1041004]^ miR-146b modulates the TLR4 signaling pathway through targeting of TLR4, MyD88, IRAK-1 and TRAF6, and has anti-inflammatory activity by reducing several pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as interleukin-6, tumor necrosis factor-α, interleukin-8 and CCL2/3/7.^[@b44-1041004],[@b45-1041004]^ Furthermore, miR-150 is important for the development of mature natural killer cells, which are of primordial importance for the induction of adaptive immune responses, and defense against pathogens.^[@b46-1041004]^ miR-150 can also decrease the production of inflammatory cytokines, such as interleukin-2 and tumor necrosis factor-α, through disruption of CD28/B7 co-stimulatory signal transduction, resulting in immune tolerance.^[@b47-1041004]^ In the context of acute lung injury, miR-181b may stimulate inflammation through activation of nuclear factor-κB,^[@b48-1041004]^ a pathway commonly deregulated in CLL, which is currently being investigated as a therapeutic target for the treatment of CLL and RS.^[@b49-1041004]^

To address our miRNA signature in the setting of markedly enhanced CLL B-cell proliferation, as occurs in patients with Richter transformation, we used a CLL primary xenograft mouse model and found that the levels of expression of miR-26a and miR-150 were significantly reduced in proliferating CLL cells purified from the spleen of xenografted mice compared to the levels in pre-transfer cells. miR-26a reduces the expansion/accumulation of leukemic cells of Eμ-TCL1 mice and *in vivo* administration of miR-26a promotes apoptosis in mice.^[@b50-1041004]^

Further support for this new view of the pathogenesis of RS, as a disease related to both malignant and immune-related processes, comes from the network analysis we performed. miRNA networks in cancer have been described to be disjointed and composed of multiple sub-networks.^[@b51-1041004]^ In contrast, the miRNA network after Richter transformation (group 1b) contains a significantly higher number of edges, with almost all nodes connected to the main network.

A noteworthy observation is that the expression of viral miRNA, detected by the Firefly assay, shows a very high level of correlation, leading to the construction of a highly connected viral miRNA network. In all four networks (groups 1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b, see *Online Supplementary Figure S5*) the viral miRNA are all part of the main graph and miR-4286 and miR-1260a (a tRNA-derived miRNA)^[@b52-1041004]^ are always joining this main network. This observation leads us to the supposition that there is an unknown mechanism that controls the expression of the different viral miRNA simultaneously. Moreover, it has recently been shown in an *in vivo* model that immunosuppressive therapy leads to the reactivation of Epstein-Barr virus in CLL xenografts, increasing the risk of DLBCL (Richter transformation).^[@b53-1041004]^ The viral miRNA that correlate in our networks could be a marker of viral reactivation.

Several questions remain to be answered. First, what are the mechanisms that lead to the high level of correlation between miRNA during Richter transformation? Further investigation of the exact role of each of the signature miRNA and their mechanisms of action in the Richter transformation process is warranted. For this, the development of *in vitro* and *in vivo* models of CLL to RS transformation is imperative. Second, it was surprising that, out of 15 deregulated miRNA identified by the Firefly assay in the extended cohort, only three could be confirmed by qRT-PCR in the same dataset. This is most likely due to a combination of factors, such as the poor quality of RNA from FFPE samples, sensitivity of the assays, and the difficulty in identifying good normalizers. In the Firefly assay, a combination of miR-15a, miR-191 and miR-26a were found to be the best for normalization, while for the qRT-PCR experiments, the geometric mean of U6 and RNU48 was found to have the least variability. In addition, the Firefly platform is not based on PCR amplification, while qRT-PCR is, which may also partially explain the differences in results.

Some limitations need to be acknowledged with regard to this study. The number of patients included was small, so the statistical power of the analysis is limited. RS is a relatively rare disease and it is very difficult to obtain a large sample set. Furthermore, we analyzed only 40 human and viral miRNA using the Firefly assay and 25 miRNA using qRT-PCR, thus offering a limited view of the miRNA expression deregulation and miRNA network in RS. It is likely that other miRNA, which we overlooked by analyzing a restricted panel of miRNA, could be involved in the pathogenesis of RS. We tried to overcome this limitation by choosing the most suitable miRNA candidates and using previous RNA-sequencing data,^[@b20-1041004]^ and literature research of miRNA implicated in CLL.

Finally, the identification of SDE miR-21 (overexpressed) and miR-150 (downregulated) and of HUS miR-17, -29c and -191 demonstrates that RS is a genetically heterogeneous disease and offers new targets for the therapeutic development of anti-miRNA^[@b54-1041004]^ in this disease which currently does not have a confirmed treatment to increase the poor life expectancy.
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